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We demonstrate that a numerical linked cluster expansion method is a powerful tool to calculate
quantum dynamics. We calculate the dynamics of the magnetization and spin correlations in the
two-dimensional transverse field Ising and XXZ models evolved from a product state. Such dynamics
are directly probed in ongoing experiments in ultracold atoms, molecules, and ions. We show that
a numerical linked cluster expansion gives dramatically more accurate results at short-to-moderate
times than exact diagonalization, and simultaneously requires fewer computational resources. More
specifically, the cluster expansion frequently produces more accurate results than an exact diago-
nalization calculation that would require 105–1010 more computational operations and memory.
Introduction. The dynamics of quantum matter is
linked to profound questions across physics. How can
a system thermalize? When it fails to thermalize, what
laws replace usual statistical mechanics and thermody-
namics? When is dynamics universal? What novel
correlations and phases of matter exist out of equilib-
rium? These questions are ripe for progress, especially
due to the unprecedented control achieved in modern ex-
periments in ultracold matter [1–4] and solid state sys-
tems [5–7].
However, these experiments are rapidly outpacing the-
ory. Ultimately, this is due to the fundamental difficulty
posed by quantum mechanics: the exponential growth of
the Hilbert space with system size. Some analytic [8–
13] and numerical methods work well in special cases.
Notable examples are semiclassical methods [14–22] and
tensor network methods in one dimension [23]. Never-
theless, exact diagonalization (ED) is often the only ap-
plicable tool, and it is limited to very small systems, just
two or three sites wide in three-dimensional lattices [24].
Thus new computational methods are urgently needed
to understand and drive experiments, and to tackle the
questions posed above.
In this paper, we demonstrate a numerical linked
cluster expansion method for calculating dynamics (d-
NLCE). We show that it dramatically outperforms ED
for calculating the short-to-moderate time spin-model
dynamics that is common to many ultracold experi-
ments [25–50], illustrated in Fig. 1(a). It achieves these
results with a significantly reduced computational cost.
As we will see, d-NLCE reduces to performing ED on
a number of sub-clusters of the full lattice. Remarkably,
it often yields accurate results including only a handful
of small Ns ∼< 5 site clusters. d-NLCE results for Ns ∼ 5
sites are often substantially more accurate than ED with
as many as Ns ∼ 10–15 sites. This difference in Ns is
more striking when recast in terms of the computational
cost of the algorithms, since this cost scales exponentially
with Ns: d-NLCE is frequently more accurate than ED
calculations that require ∼ 105–1010 more computational
time and memory for the spin-1/2 models that we con-
sider in this paper. This advantage is expected to be even
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Dynamics considered in this paper
and intuition behind the dynamical numerical linked clus-
ter expansion (d-NLCE) method. (a) An initial product
state evolves under a Hamiltonian, here either an Ising or
XXZ model. Correlations develop during dynamics. (b)
In d-NLCE, correlations between two spins separated by
r = (x, y) already appear in clusters with Ns = x + y + 1
sites. In contrast, exact diagonalization gives non-zero val-
ues of these correlations only by including many more sites,
Ns = (x+ 1)(y + 1).
larger for fermionic or bosonic lattice models, where the
Hilbert space grows faster with Ns.
NLCE. NLCEs were introduced in Refs. [51–53] to
calculate observables in equilibrium, as reviewed in
Ref. [54]. They have since been used to calculate equilib-
rium properties of numerous many-body systems [55–71],
including entanglement [59, 72–76] and spectra [77], and
to investigate many-body localization [78, 79]. More re-
cently they have been used to calculate steady states after
a quench [80–85] and in driven-dissipative systems [86].
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2In equilibrium, NLCEs are the methods of choice for
ultracold fermionic atoms in optical lattices at strong
interactions and current temperatures [66, 87–90], com-
plementing determinantal quantum Monte Carlo [91] at
weak interactions. Our work expands the NLCE method
to dynamics, and shows that it is especially suitable to
the types of dynamics that are now common in experi-
ments in ultracold matter.
We now review the general algorithm for a linked clus-
ter expansion, and describe d-NLCE in particular. All
linked cluster expansions approximate an observable on
a graph (such as a lattice) as a summation of this observ-
able on finite connected (linked) clusters of sites. The
relevant clusters may be any subset of the graph, includ-
ing the full graph itself. Define 〈A〉c as the expectation
value of the observable A for the system restricted to the
cluster c. Define the weight WA(c) recursively as
WA(c) = 〈A〉c −
∑
s⊂c
WA(s) (1)
where s ⊂ c indexes every proper subcluster of c, that is,
every cluster whose components are contained in c except
c itself [92]. From this it follows that
〈A〉c =
∑
s⊆c
WA(s) (2)
where s ⊆ c indexes every subcluster of c (including c).
The significance of these definitions is that WA(c) mea-
sures only the contribution to 〈A〉c that arises due to
correlations that span the cluster c, that is, those where
no site is uncorrelated from the rest. Thus only linked
(i.e. contiguous) clusters need to be considered in Eq. (2),
because any unlinked clusters have zero weight.
We approximate 〈A〉 on the full lattice by truncating
Eq. (2) to clusters up to size n, giving
〈A〉(n) =
∑
|s|≤n
WA(s) (3)
where |s| ≤ n indexes all the linked subclusters s of the
full lattice with number of sites Ns less than or equal to n.
As n→∞, 〈A〉(n) → 〈A〉. This approximation converges
rapidly as long as correlations decay sufficiently quickly
with distance, since in this case WA(s) approaches zero
for sufficiently large clusters s.
We see that linked cluster methods contain two steps.
First, enumerate linked clusters s up to a certain size (or
some other criterion for truncation, such as number of
bonds. In this paper, we always use number of sites).
Although the computational cost of cluster enumeration
grows combinatorically with size, this step has to be per-
formed only once for a given lattice geometry (indepen-
dent of the Hamiltonian). Second, solve 〈A〉s for each
cluster and use these to calculate WA(s). Since the clus-
ters are diagonalized independently, NLCE can trivially
utilize parallel computing architectures.
Perhaps the most familiar linked cluster method is a
high-temperature series expansion (HTSE) [93], in which
one enumerates all clusters with at most m bonds and
solves 〈A〉s perturbatively to O(βm). NLCE replaces the
perturbative solution with full diagonalization on each
cluster. This is computationally more expensive for each
cluster relative to HTSE, but improves the convergence
properties for a given expansion order.
NLCE for dynamics. Our d-NLCE method applies
the NLCE to non-equilibrium systems using the same
two steps described above: enumerate the clusters as we
would in equilibrium, and calculate 〈A〉s(t) on each clus-
ter s using full diagonalization.
Figure 1 depicts the dynamics we consider, and sug-
gests a qualitative advantage of d-NLCE over ED for this
dynamics. The system begins in an initial product state
where all spins are aligned in some direction. Then, it
evolves under a transverse Ising or XXZ model, as shown
in Fig. 1(a). The initial state is uncorrelated, but over
time correlations grow between increasingly distant sites.
To capture correlations between sites separated by ξ with
ED, one must use a system whose linear size is at least
∼ ξ, as shown in Fig.1(b). This generically requires a
number of sites Ns ∼ ξd where d is the spatial dimen-
sion. In contrast, Fig. 1(c) shows how d-NLCE begins to
capture these correlations as soon as one includes clusters
with Ns ∼ ξ.
We compare d-NLCE with ED for dynamics governed
by the transverse Ising and XXZ models,
HIsing = −J
∑
〈ij〉
σzi σ
z
j − h
∑
i
σxi , (4)
HXXZ = −J⊥
∑
〈ij〉
(
σxi σ
x
j + σ
y
i σ
y
j
)− Jz∑
〈ij〉
σzi σ
z
j , (5)
where J , J⊥, and Jz are spin-spin interactions, h
is the transverse field strength, σαi is the Pauli ma-
trix on site i along direction α, and 〈ij〉 indicates
a summation over nearest neighbors. We consider
the system to initially be in a uniform product state,⊗
i (cos(θ/2) |↑〉i + sin(θ/2) |↓〉i). These two families of
spin models are prototypical models in quantum statisti-
cal physics, and their dynamics initiated from such prod-
uct states are being investigated in numerous ultracold
experiments [25–43].
Figure 2 compares d-NLCE to ED with periodic
boundary conditions for several cluster sizes. Through-
out we choose an initial state with spins polarized along
the xˆ direction,
⊗
i |→〉i. Figures 2(a) and (b) show
〈σxi 〉(t) for the h = J transverse Ising and Jz = 0.15J⊥
XXZ models on a two-dimensional square lattice. These
parameters are chosen to be representative. In both ED
and d-NLCE, 〈σxi 〉 (t) converges as Ns is increased. In
this way, both d-NLCE and ED monitor their own con-
vergence by how closely successive Ns results coincide
with each other.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Comparing d-NLCE and ED for
dynamics; method and cluster size are labeled. Magneti-
zation 〈σix〉 from initial states with all spins aligned along
+xˆ, for (a) the square lattice transverse field Ising model
with h = J , and (b) the XXZ model with Jz = 0.15Jx.
In both cases, d-NLCE converges accurately for substan-
tially longer post-quench times than ED does, even when
d-NLCE uses significantly fewer sites. (c) Connected correla-
tions 〈σxi σxj 〉 − 〈σxi 〉 〈σxj 〉 between sites i and j separated by
rij = (1, 0), (2, 0), and (3, 0). The curves’ color coding in (c) is
identical to that in (a) and (b). Even at relatively low Ns ∼ 4,
d-NLCE dramatically outperforms the Ns = 12 = 4×3 ED
for separations of (2, 0) and (3, 0).
While both d-NLCE and ED converge, Fig. 2 shows
that d-NLCE remains accurate to significantly longer
times than ED, even when using somewhat smaller clus-
ters. For example, for the transverse Ising results shown
in Fig. 2(a), d-NLCE has visually converged for Jt ∼< 0.6
using Ns = 8 site clusters. In contrast, ED shows clear
discrepancies at times as short as Jt ≈ 0.25, even while
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Dynamics of the magnetization 〈σix(t)〉
in the three-dimensional cubic lattice Ising model obtained
from d-NLCE and ED, with no transverse field (h = 0). This
dynamics can be solved exactly, and d-NLCE yields exact re-
sults already at Ns = 7 sites, while ED has significant de-
viations from the exact results yield exact results even at
Ns = 18 = 3×3×2 sites.
using significantly larger clusters with Ns = 12 = 4 × 3,
which requires an exponentially greater computational
cost. Even the Ns = 4 d-NLCE is accurate to longer
times than the Ns = 12 ED. This trend also holds for
the XXZ model: Fig. 2(b) shows that the Ns = 10 d-
NLCE converges for J⊥t ∼< 0.3, while the more compu-
tationally demanding Ns = 12 = 4×3 ED has noticeable
discrepancies starting at J⊥t ≈ 0.15.
d-NLCE also captures the growth of correlations in sit-
uations where ED fails severely. Figure 2(c) shows the
dynamics of 〈σxi σxj 〉−〈σxi 〉〈σxj 〉 for sites i and j separated
by (1, 0), (2, 0), and (3, 0) for the two-dimensional trans-
verse Ising model. At short times, each of these grows
polynomially with time. For each separation shown, d-
NLCE captures this behavior exactly in any calculation
with at least Ns = 4. In contrast, ED fails dramatically
even when it uses a substantially larger Ns = 12 = 4× 3.
It predicts, for example, that the (3, 0) correlation is the
same as the (1, 0) correlation (due to periodic boundary
conditions), a result that is manifestly wrong and inaccu-
rate by several orders of magnitude. As an aside, we note
that while this leading order behavior can be captured by
a short-time series expansion (STSE), the dynamical ana-
log of the high temperature series expansion, the leading
t10 behavior of the (3, 0) correlations would require an
STSE involving clusters with up to 10 bonds (up to 11
sites). In contrast, d-NLCE requires just Ns = 4.
The d-NLCE method compares even more favorably
with ED in three dimensions than in the two-dimensional
models that we have just considered. As a particularly
favorable example, Fig. 3 shows the h = 0 Ising dynam-
ics of 〈σxi 〉(t) on a cubic lattice. The Ns = 7 d-NLCE
reproduces the exact answer, which can be obtained an-
alytically for this system [94–97], but ED is not accu-
rate even on an Ns = 18 = 3 × 3 × 2 site system. The
minimum size required by ED to reproduce the exact
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Comparing d-NLCE (Ns = 4, . . . , 10)
and ED (2×2, 3×2, 3×3, 4×3) for dynamics of 〈σix(t)〉 in
(a) the h = J transverse field Ising model initiated from a
state with spins at t = 0 aligned along the zˆ axis, and (b) the
J⊥ = 0.15Jz XXZ model on a square lattice with spins at
t = 0 aligned θinit = 0.1pi/2 away from the zˆ axis in the x-z
plane. The curves’ color coding is identical to that in Fig. 2.
(c,d) The improvement ∆n(t) provided by advancing from
(n − 1) sites to n sites in d-NLCE (solid) and ED (dashed).
Thus we see that although both methods work well, at these
times d-NLCE is more accurate for less computational cost.
result is in fact a 3 × 3 × 3 = 27 site cluster with peri-
odic boundaries, which requires ∼ 1015–1018 times more
computational resources than Ns = 7 d-NLCE [98]. We
expect d-NLCE’s increased advantage over ED in three
dimensions to hold quite generally. This is because, as
illustrated in Fig. 1(b), clusters begin spanning the sys-
tem’s correlation length at smaller Ns.
Finally, we plot the dynamics of 〈σx〉 in Figs. 4(a,b) for
two cases with different initial conditions from Fig. 2. In
these cases, both d-NLCE and ED appear to work well
by visual inspection. In the transverse Ising model with
these initial conditions, d-NLCE converges at most times
shown for Ns = 4 and for all times shown by Ns = 9,
whereas ED has serious discrepancies at most times for
Ns = 6 = 3 × 2 and is visually converged for Ns =
9 = 3 × 3. For the XXZ model, all of the ED results
shown appear to be accurate, while d-NLCE converges
only around Ns = 8.
Although Figs. 4(a,b) indicate that ED provides com-
parable results to d-NLCE in some situations, in all
the cases we study, d-NLCE converges more quickly
as a function of cluster size. This is clearly shown in
Figs. 4(c,d), where we plot the difference ∆ between re-
sults at two consecutive Ns [99] (at a fixed time), as a
function of Ns. Both methods converge roughly exponen-
tially. However, d-NLCE converges exponentially faster,
i.e. d-NLCE provides a greater increase in accuracy for
each increase in Ns, in accord with the intuition pre-
sented in Fig. 1(b). The d-NLCE’s ∆ becomes smaller
than that of ED for Ns between 5 and 10.
Conclusions. We have developed a numerical linked
cluster expansion for out-of-equilibrium quantum dy-
namics and demonstrated that it is able to accurately
capture dynamics relevant to numerous ongoing exper-
iments in ultracold matter. We compared d-NLCE
against ED, often the best previously available method,
and found that d-NLCE (i) converges to longer times
while utilizing the same number of sites, (ii) converges
more quickly as a function of the cluster size, and
(iii) captures leading-order evolution of correlations with
a drastically reduced cluster size. The reduced cluster
sizes required result in exponentially faster computation.
The advantages of d-NLCE were clear in two-dimensions,
and even larger in three dimensions. They are expected
to be more pronounced for systems with larger on-site
Hilbert spaces, like large spins or Fermi-Hubbard mod-
els, where the Hilbert space dimension grows even faster
with cluster size, compounding d-NLCE’s advantage of
utilizing smaller clusters than ED for a given level of ac-
curacy.
The basic d-NLCE method used here can be improved
and optimized in several ways. Although we sum all
clusters up to a maximum size, choosing different sets
of clusters can improve accuracy. Furthermore, equi-
librium NLCE computations benefit from resummation
techniques, and we expect that applying resummation to
d-NLCE will improve its convergence as well, although
different resummation techniques may be necessary out
of equilibrium. Finally, calculations can be extended to
higher order by improvements in the implementation: for
example, numerically solving the cluster dynamics using
Krylov subspace methods [100, 101], perhaps in combi-
nation with tensor network methods. d-NLCEs including
clusters to Ns = 20 or more sites are likely feasible with
such improvements.
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